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atantra is a manual of Tantric magics, possibly compiled
around the tenth century.1 Though it is based on the Śaiva tradition, its
authorship is traditionally ascribed to Nāgārjuna, one of the most famous
Buddhist scholars. In mediaeval India, Nāgārjuna was worshipped as a
siddha accomplished in various magic arts such as rasa (alchemy) and
rasāyana (rejuvenation). We find stories narrating his magical feats in the
Buddhist, Hindu and Jain traditions. Furthermore, as rasaśāstras, or
treatises on alchemy, had begun to appear and the science of rasa gained
popularity around the tenth century, he established his fame as a





as Siddhanāgārjunatantra, is believed to have been written on the basis of





atantra contains various arts that shape the common
components of the mediaeval Tantric arts practised among Buddhist,





atantra is not concerned with supermundane attain-
ments. It is a manual exclusively dedicated to sādhanas, or magical pro-
cedures, intended to generate worldly benefits. In all it deals with nineteen
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a was mentioned in
Ks
̇
emendraʼs Kalāvilāsa [Vasudeva 2007]. Ks
̇
emendra, a Kashmirian poet, is known
to have been a contemporary of Abhinavagupta (ca. 950-1020). Even though we
cannot find the parallel phrase to Ks
̇















others), Stambha (immobilizing others), Moha (bewildering enemies),
Uccāt
̇
a (extirpating enemies), Māran
̇





a (causing illness), Paśuśasyārthanāśana (causing
loss of cattle, grain and other properties), Kautuka (conjuring tricks),











aka (using someone as a slave), Añjana (eye ointment), Adr
̇
śya
(becoming invisible), Pādukāgati (magic shoes), Gut
̇
ikā (magic pill),




jīvana (reviving the dead).2





or six types of magic, in the Buddhist, Hindu and Jain Tantras.3 Although









atantra has one distinctive feature: various kinds of medical
substances found in Āyurvedic medicine are often employed. The
practitioner grinds and mixes the substances. From the mixture, he makes
an añjana (eye ointment), a gut
̇
ikā (pill) or tilaka (mark on the forehead)
and then takes or wears the final product. Such magical procedures









atantra aim to generate worldly
benefits or attain supernatural powers, but Chapter 19, on the other hand,
deals with a kind of medical treatment. We can see here an integral Tantric
art in the siddha tradition.











karman generally consists of Śānti (pacifying diseases and obstructions),
Vaśīkaran
̇
a (controlling others), Stam
̇





a (provoking enmity) and Māran
̇
a (killing others).
However, in the Jain Tantra, Māran
̇







women). [Cort 1987: 245-246]
Magic Arts Related to Death




atantra is dedicated to three kinds of magic




jīvinī (reviving the dead), Kālajñāna
(knowing the time of death) and Kālavañca (cheating death).4 Several
earlier studies showed that these sādhanas are common to both Hindu and
Buddhist Tantras. Teun Goudriaan [1983] explains the knowledge of
division of time, signs of death, conquering death and the yoga of dying all
that appeared in Chapter 23 of the Kubjikāmatatantra, a Hindu Tantra.
Soshin Sakurai [2000] looks at Tārā, a Buddhist deity, and her sādhana that
appeared in the Mr
̇
tyuvañcanopadeśa, which describes signs of death and
cheating death in detail. Shingo Einoo [2004] introduces various accounts
of signs of death, cheating death, conquering death and the yoga of dying, as







ayāt5 , in this Indian tradition. Alexis Sanderson
[2004] shows how the tradition of yoga of dying is derived from an
Upanis
̇
adic antecedent and describes its varieties in both Buddhist and
Hindu tradition. Ryugen Tanemura [2004, 2007, 2013a, 2013b] provides an
introduction to a funeral ritual that appeared in the Mr
̇
tasugatiniyojana, a
Buddhist Tantra, in which the yoga for reviving the dead is mentioned.
Tsunehiko Sugiki [2007] describes signs of death and the yoga of dying
that appeared in Buddhist Tantras belonging to the Sam
̇
vara group and
relevant texts. Soshin Sakurai [2009] compares accounts of the yoga for
reviving the dead, looking particularly at two Buddhist Tantras, the
Siddhisam
̇
bhavanidhi and the Mr
̇
tasugatiniyojana. Johannes Schneider






jīvinī and Kālajñānaʼ is the title of the whole chapter.






a. The Sanskrit text has not
been found [Einoo 2004: 871].
[2010] presents comprehensive studies on the Mr
̇
tyuvañcanopadeśa,
including its critical text and German translation.
Some of these Tantras mention the yoga of dying known as
Utkraman
̇









atantra does not mention it. First,
however, I shall give a general account of four kinds of magic arts related to
death, making reference to these previous studies.











bhavanidhi explains a ritual procedure in which a
practitioner calls back the vijñāna or consciousness of a dead person, who is
in a state of antarābhava or middle existence between death and
regeneration. Then, the practitioner consecrates the dead person with
amr
̇
ta or immortal water. After that, it is said that the dead will be revived
and lives for either seven days, five hundred days, or one thousand days
[Sakurai 2009: 200-204]. The Mr
̇
tasugatiniyojana mentions a similar
procedure in which a practitioner calls back the jñāna or consciousness of
the dead. After consecration by amr
̇
ta or immortal water, however, the
practitioner extracts the jñāna from the body again and sends it to a better
world6 [Tanemura 2004: 29-30]. It seems that the sādhana does not aim to














atantra, on the other hand,
is a kind of medical treatment. It does not have any relationship with the
yoga by which a practitioner controls jñāna (consciousness) or prān
̇
a (vital
breath). Instead, it is a treatment for people who are in a state of suspended
animation due to a fatal snakebite or other pathological conditions. It is said





that, by applying a kind of sternutatory to the corpse, the dead are
immediately brought back to life.7 Similar medical treatments also appear





jīvana that can revive a person who is in a state of
suspended animation caused by a fatal snakebite.8





tra is used as an antidote to animal poisons in Āyurveda9 and also for rasa-




atantra explains another medical
treatment as part of the section on reviving the dead. It is a treatment that
simply involves taking the root of gud
̇
ūcī. By taking it, a practitioner can
avoid unexpected death.11 The gud
̇
ūcī is known as Amr
̇
ta inĀyurveda, and
it is used for various diseases, as well as for rasa-rasāyana in Rasaśāstra12.







explains a kind of medical treatment that aims to revive the dead, in the





ta)13 , triphala (three Myrobalans), mārkava (Eclipta alba),
vyoman (talc) and heman (gold) are employed there.14 Those substances
are also regarded as effective for rasāyana in both Āyurveda and












hitā, Sūtrasthāna 27.159; Cikitsāsthāna 23.244.













tarasa 14.27-30; Lokanātharasa 14.32-46;
Trailokyatilakarasa 15.62-76; Lokanātharasa 16.29-3; Rasendramaṅgala, Pañcāmr
̇
-
tarasa 3.103-111, 3.112-114 .
13 The pañcāmr
̇
ta consists of five ingredients. The set of milk, yoghurt, butter,
honey and sugar is generally known. However, in Tantras, the set of semen, blood,
urine, faeces and human flesh is sometimes mentioned, and in rasaśāstras, the






























atantra, the section on knowing the time of death
consists of usual signs of death, along with two kinds of augury,
summarized below.




ala in the shape of a
lotus flower and then writes dates, months and years on it. Through a





We can see a similar augury in the Kubjikāmatatantra. However, this one
does not tell the exact date, but only the duration of oneʼs lifetime.16
In the second one, a practitioner writes a vidyā on a birch bark leaf, and
through a certain ritual procedure, reads his fortune on the leaf.17 It does
not tell the time of death, but only his future in general. The exact
procedure can be also found in the Kubjikāmatatantra.18 With respect to





atantra and the Kubjikāmatatantra.
According to Einoo [2004: 871-875], the description of signs of death is
found in many genres of ancient Indian literature, including Āran
̇
yaka,
Āyurveda, Epic and Purān
̇
a. The signs are described in various ways and
are manifested through physical conditions, omens, augury or oneiromancy.
TheMr
̇
tyuvañcanopadeśa has an exhaustive description of the signs of














death, classifying them into two groups, bāhya (external) and abhyantara
(internal)19 [Schneider 2010: 35-36]. The first one includes the signs based
on physical and sensory conditions, or experiential facts. They appear in
oneʼs shadow, footprint, body and limbs, sneeze, semen, excreta, natural
phenomena and incidents of dreams [Schneider 2010: 46-48]. The second
one, on the other hand, describes signs based on oneʼs respiratory condition.
A practitioner observes the flow of breath that moves in the right and left
veins in his body. By observing the flow of breath in the two veins, the
practitioner can estimate the duration of his remaining life [Schneider 2010:
48-50].
The signs of death based on Tantric physiology concerning respiration
also appear in Buddhist Tantras belonging to the Sam
̇
vara group. Sugiki









varodayatantra and the Vārāhīkalpatantra−that de-
scribes respiratory conditions with their corresponding duration of





atantra explains twelve signs of death. One of them can
be classified as abhyantara (internal) and the remainder as bāhya





insists that abandoning religious deeds such as bhakti (devotion) and śīla
(good conduct) results in oneʼs death.20 This can be considered an ethical
sign of death. Other external signs can be roughly grouped into physical,
sensory, environmental and oneiric categories. The physical signs appear
as pale lips, dry palate and so on.21 They manifest mainly because of
etiological reasons. The sensory signs such as losing a sense of direction
and seeing a hole in the sun are caused by sensory abnormality.22 The




















environmental signs appear as omens, such as a meteor during the day,
Saturn in the cloudless sky23 and auguries like the reflection of the sun on
the water.24 The oneiric signs such as a tree with no branch, a red cloth, and
a town of evil spirits25 have environmental connections but can be
distinguished as a separate group. The oneiric sign has been a topic widely
discussed in a variety of Indian literature, and therefore can be understood
as an established category.
Cheating Death (Mr
̇






When a practitioner realizes that his death is approaching through
signs of death, he should perform either of two kinds of sādhana. The first
one is for avoiding death, and the second one is for preparing for death.
Mr
̇










atantra, it is said that yoga, abhyāsa (recitation),mantra and
rasāyana are effective for cheating death.26
The Mr
̇
tyuvañcanopadeśa, which explains cheating death in detail,
classifies it into two groups, according to the abovementioned two kinds of
category of the sign of death, i.e. bāhya (external) and abhyantara
(internal). TheMr
̇
tyuvañcanopadeśa, reflecting a Buddhist feature, explains
cheating death according to three kinds of activity: physical, verbal and
mental. When an external sign appears, a practitioner should be engaged in
physical or verbal activities. Various religious deeds and recitations of sūtra
or dhāran
̇
ī are recommended here27 [Schneider 2010: 57-58]. In addition,


























i (precious stone) and rasāyana are also
defined as effective methods for cheating death28 [Schneider 2010: 58-62].
When an internal sign appears, on the other hand, a practitioner should
be engaged in mental activities, i.e. yogic practises. The Mr
̇
tyuvañcano-
padeśa introduces various kinds of yogas for cheating death, including the
deity yoga of the five Buddhas, Tārā, five goddesses and Heruka, the
meditation of amr
̇
ta, counting breaths, holding oneʼs breath and the
meditation on śūnyatā29 [Schneider 2010: 62-67]. Among them, the
meditation of amr
̇
ta is noteworthy. In this meditation, a practitioner
visualizes amr
̇
ta pouring down from the moon disk located in the crown of
the head and penetrating his body through its pores.30 Or, alternatively, a
practitioner puts his tongue on the palate, and further on the uvula. By
means of the yogic technique, it is said that the amr
̇
ta is pouring out.31 The







Tantra, also introduces this meditation of amr
̇






atantra introduces two kinds of yoga for cheating death.




u or Rudra on a
certain part of his body.32 Similar yogic practises, in which a practitioner
visualizes deities or aks
̇
aras on his body, widely appear in Tantric texts.
The Kubjikāmatatantra and the Sam
̇
varodayatantra also mention such
kinds of yogic practise for cheating death.33 In the second technique, a
practitioner visualizes so-called Māyā, which is like a snake made of light,






















33 Kubjikāmatatantra 23.80-98; Sam
̇
varodayatantra 19.27-28.
flashing upwards from the navel to brahmarandhra, i.e. an aperture in the









alinīyoga are practised for
cheating death.
Yoga of Dying (Utkraman
̇
a, Utkrānti)
When a practitioner realizes that his death is approaching through
signs of death, the second option that he can take is to prepare for death.
Utkraman
̇
a or Utkrānti is well known in Tantric texts as the yoga for
preparing for death. As Sanderson pointed out, this yoga is derived from an
Upanis
̇
adic antecedent [Sanderson 2004: 3-7]. In this yoga, a practitioner
pulls his prān
̇
a out of his body and attains moks
̇
a or liberation. The
practitioner shuts all holes in his body, i.e. anus, genitals, navel, mouth, nose,
ears and eyes; then he pulls out his prān
̇
a through brahmarandhra, i.e. the
aperture in the crown of the head. This yogic practice presumes a link
between the next world, where the person will be reborn, and a hole
through which oneʼs prān
̇
a gets away from oneʼs body. Einoo [2004: 877]
shows that the relationship is already mentioned in the Mahābhārata, and
Sanderson [2004: 4-5] and Sugiki [2007: 333-334] point out that the epic
also explains about the procedure of the yoga of dying.
The Kubjikāmatatantra explains the yoga of dying in detail,
mentioning an āsana or sitting posture called Kukkut
̇
āsana35 , which is
effective for shutting all holes in the body.36 The Sam
̇
varodayatantra also
explains the procedure of the yoga of dying and the relationship between
the next world where a person will be reborn and the hole through which







35 According to the footnote by Goudriaan [1983: 112], some MSS suggest a






a gets away from the body.37
Utkraman
̇
a or Utkrānti is the yoga in which a practitioner controls his
own prān
̇
a. However, if a practitioner performs it for a dead person, it
becomes a funeral ritual. Sugiki defines it as an application of yoga to a
funeral ritual and gives examples from the Kriyāsamuccaya and the
Mr
̇
tasugatiniyojana [Sugiki 2007: 335-336].




atantra does not deal with the




atantra is exclusively dedicated to sādhanas





focuses on reviving or prolonging life, having no interest in attainingmoks
̇
a





medical treatments for reviving the dead are integrated into the set of arts




atantra describes a detailed procedure for
extracting aṅkola oil, which is effective for reviving the dead. On the
contrary, other Tantras such as the Siddhisam
̇
bhavanidhi explain a ritual






atantra has an affinity with rasaśāstras. Among the




atantra, we find the Rasārn
̇
ava, one of the




atantra, in turn, is broadly cited in
Nityanāthaʼs Rasaratnākara [Wujastyk 1984:75]. The rasa and rasāyana,
which the Rasaśāstra topicalizes, have developed by making use of medical
and chemical knowledge. Siddhas developed these arts based on the
objective principles similar to that of modern medicine and chemistry
because these arts must guarantee effectiveness. Therefore, the arts that
appear in Rasaśāstra are sometimes regarded as a preliminary step










towards modern science. However, we are sometimes baffled at the
complexity of actions on which the effectiveness of the arts is based. The




atantra. For example, in the procedure
of the aṅkola treatment, we see substances such as aṅkola, which has a
medical efficacy, used side by side with semen and mercury, whose efficacy





atantra makes use of whatever seems to have some effectiveness
−magic, oracle, fortune telling, prayer, medicine and yoga. This is a true
bricolage of siddhas.
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Printed Editions and Manuscripts Used for This Edition
Printed Edition
For my critical edition, I used the following three editions. Unfortunately, none of 




Sanskrit text, 20 chapters
EKh:
EP:
Reviving the Dead and Knowing the Time of Death (Yamano)36
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Manuscripts
I have used twelve digital copies of manuscripts kindly provided by the Nepal-
the Wellcome Library and one digital copy from the University of Tokyo Library. 
The following summary provides brief bibliographic information for these manu-
scripts. The abbreviations for the manuscripts consist of the initial of the place of 
storage, that is, K (Kathmandu), L (London) or T (Tokyo), and a number. These 
-
10, 11 and 12 only), L (subscript number 2 only) and T are available for Chapter 
19.
K1
110 leaves, chapters 1–20
K2
K3
15 leaves, chapters 1–2
K
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This text has four additional chapters cited from the  after Chap-
K5
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100 leaves, chapters 1–20
K11
K12
This text has an additional chapter after Chapter 20.
L1
70 leaves, chapters 1–11
L2: Wellcome Library no. Alpha 900




[  ] word(s) that the editor thinks should be deleted
(  ) uncertain word(s) or syllable(s)
/// illegible part of syllable(s) because of physical damage






. no equivalent in
. omitted in
transposed from another line to here in
r recto
v verso
I have adopted corrections if there were deletion signs or marginal additions in 
a given manuscript without noting this in my edition.
Translation
[  ] word(s) added by the translator
(  ) uncertain word(s)
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E  p.379, EKh p.92, EP p.231












* 2ab-3cd  K10,* 3ab . T after 1cd
1　  K12 P, atha 
11 2 2 ,  K  EKh
2　 9 2 T E  EKh EP -
2
3　  L2 E  EKh EP  T
　  EKh EP 2 L2, 
1 9 , . K10
5　  L2 T E  EKh EP 12 2 11
K 2,  K10
　  L2 T E  EKh EP
7　  EKh EP  L2 , × T
　  T E  EKh EP 2
9　 2 9 12 T E  EKh EP 1 , sutranaikena K 2
10　  E  EKh EP 2 12
11　 2 E  EKh EP 12













12　 1 9 L2 T E  EKh EP
13　 samarcanam] L2 EKh samarccanam E  EP 9
12 1 11 11 2
　 11 EP 2 1 
2 9 T EKh 12 , 
, . K10
15　  L2 T E  EKh EP
　 1 2 12 T E  EKh EP 10 , 
9 11 2
17　 11 12 L2 E  EKh EP 1 2 10, 
9
　  L2 T E  EKh EP 2 12
19　  T E  EKh EP 2 9
20　 12, 
1 10 2, arghya 
 EKh EP 2
9 
21　 1 2 10 9 L2 T EKh EP
K 11 12
22　  L2 T EKh EP , ta K11, vai E
23　  L2 T EKh EP 12
　 2 11 1 10 12
L2  EKh EP
25　 mukham] K1 9 10 11 12 L2 T EKh EP , mukhe E
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　 tanmukhe] K1 2 9 10 12 T E  EKh EP  L2 12, ta athe K
27　  EP 1 9 10 L2 EKh 12 9, 
 
　 pralepayet] K  L2 Kh EP, prayet K1
29　  EKh EP 1 2 12
K 9 10 -
11 2
30　  EKh EP -
12 2
10 9 11 1, 
2
31　 lepayet tatra] K  L2 T EKh EP  
32　  L2 T E  EKh EP 1 10 9
33　 ropayet] K , lepayet L2 K12 E  EKh EP
　 9 E  EKh EP 1 2 10 12 2, 
35　 Kh  EP 1 2 9 10 12 L2 -
11
　 1 2 10
K  EKh EP 2
37　  E  EKh EP 1 12 10 2
2, tad K9
　 deyam adhomukham] K1 2 9 10 12 L2 Kh EP, 
deyam a(dh...)omukham K9















39　  L2 T E  EKh EP 12
　 9 L2 E  EKh EP 2  T
　  EKh EP  L2 2
　 9 12 L2 T E  EKh EP 1 2, 
2
　 9 12 L2 11, tasya K1 2 E  EKh , rasyam K10
　  K  L2 Kh EP, matat T
　 2 1 9 12 T, , tasya site tan K , tasya site 
2 11 , syasitena tu K10, tallepi tena tu EKh EP
　 Kh EP  
　  E  EKh EP 2
　 2
K12 2  
9  EKh EP
　  EKh EP 
50　  L2  EKh EP 12
51　 10 12 L2 T E  EKh EP 9
1 2 11
52　 tena] K  E  EKh EP 2, tela K , yena K12, tailena T
53　 tailena] K  L2 E  EKh EP
　 mardayet] E  marddayet K  L2 EKh EP , payet T





EP p.233, K .110v
EKh
//11//




12 . K  L2 T E  EKh EP
55　 2  EKh EP 
　  E  EKh 11 12 2
57　  L2 T E  EKh EP
　 12 EKh EP 9 2
1 2 
59　  L2 T E  EKh EP
　 1 2 9 10 11 L2 T E  EKh EP , 
12
　 1 2 10 E  EKh EP 9 2 12 , 
11
　  L2 T E  EKh EP 10
　 param] K  L2 T E  EKh EP 12
　 2 E  EKh EP , . K  T
　 1 2 9 10 L2 T E  EKh EP , . K
　 ghorebhyo] K  L2 T E  EKh EP 10, . K
　 Kh
P 2, . K
　 sarvasarvebhyo] T  EKh, sarvvasarvvebhyo EP L2 . K











// E Kh P 11.120v
75
/ K1.103r
    
77
K10
　 Kh P, namaste L2, . K
70　 1 2 L2 T E  EKh EP 11 -
pebhyo nama K 10, . K12
71　  L2 T EKh EP -





73　 1 10 11 12 L2  EKh EP
　 12 L2 T E  EKh EP
75　  EKh EP 12
11 9 2
　 1 2 9 10 11 L2 E  EKh EP
K12
77　 likhet] K  T E  EKh EP , lile L2
　  T E  EKh EP 12 2
















. K1 2 9 10, × K . T
79　 2 E  EKh EP
12
　 2 9 10 L2 T EKh EP 12 1
　  EKh EP 
　  EKh EP 
　 likhet] K  T E  EKh EP 2, dale K
　 prathamasya] K  T E  EKh EP 2
　 12 1 9 10 2  
EKh EP 11 2
　 Kh K1 10  EP 11, di-
2 12 L2, 9 , 
 
　 11 E  EKh EP 2  L2 12, 
　 1 2 10 12 L2 T EKh EP 9 11 , 
　 cakravartan] . cakravarttan K  L2
K Kh EP, cakramadhye K12
90　 tu] K  T E  EKh EP 2
91　 tadante] EKh EP 9 10 1 2, tad etena K , dattate K , ttadate K12, 
tada(try)e L2 , . T
92　 2 T E  EKh EP 12 2, × K
11, om. K1 2 9 10 T
93　 Kh EP  L2 12
　 taddine] K  E  EKh EP 12, taddale L2
95　 12 2, 
Kh EP
　 svasya] K12 2, svastha K , tasya E  EKh EP 
97　  EKh EP 2















pratyayo bhavati// K .111r
　 2 E  EKh EP , venna K12
99　 na] L2 E  EKh EP , . K12
100　 12 L2 E  EKh EP
101　 2 E  EKh EP 12
102　  L2  EKh EP
103　  L2 E  EKh  T 
　 (u)dyati] K1 10 L2, (u)dya× K2 9, udya T, a(dya) K , (a)dya K11, udyame K 12, 
dhatta E  EKh EP 
105　 9 1 2 -
10 12 L2 -
Kh EP
　  L2  EKh EP
107　  EP 12 2 9  T, 
2 Kh 1 , . K10
　 1 9 12 L2 E  EKh EP 10
 E  EKh EP 2  T, om. K1 9
109　  L2 T E  EKh EP 10 12, . K1 2 9
110　  T E  EKh EP 2
111　 2  L2 1  EKh EP 10
112　 anenaiva] K  L2 T EKh E  EP  . L2
113　 Kh EP -
2
　 pratyayo] K  T E  EKh EP 12 L2












129 130 131 132
/
. L2 12
115　 1 10 -
2,  EKh P 
　  E  EKh EP
117　 1 9 10 11 T E  EKh EP
　 Kh EP 1 10 L2 2 
2 -
119　  L2 E  EKh EP
120　  L2 T E  EP Kh K1
121　 samarcayet] K9 T E  samarccayet K1 10 L2 EKh EP
122　  L2 1 10
L2 2 9  EKh 
EP
123　  E  EKh EP 2 2
　  E  EKh EP  L2 2 2 mu-
125　  L2 9  EKh EP -
　  EKh EP 2 T E 2 10
K 1
127　 2 E  EKh EP 10
　 2 1 9 10 11 L2
Kh P
129　  T E  EKh EP , caiva L2
130　  L2 T EKh EP
131　 2 11 E  EKh EP 1 10 L2
132　  E  EKh EP  L2 T

















* Mantra . EKh K12
133　  E  EKh EP 2 2
K9 10
　 ekacittena] K  L2 T E  EKh EP 10
135　  L2 EP 11  EKh 1 2 10 T, 
9
　  T E  EKh EP 10 2
137　  EKh EP  L2
　 saukhyam] K 2, sukham E  EKh EP 
139　 1 9 10 11 T EKh E  EP 2
　 1 10 L2 E  EP 9 Kh
K 2 11
　 1 9 10 L2 T E  EKh EP
　  L2 E  EKh EP 2 9 2, bin-
10
　 Kh EP
　 1 9 10 2  EP
　 2 9 11 L2 E  EP 1
　  E  EP 9 10 L2 2, raktara K1
　 2 9 10 1 2 
L2 11  EP
　 1 2 9 10 11 L2 E  EP
　 1 2 9 10 11 EP 2
150　 vicce vicce] K  EP, vicera L2
151　  EP Kh















152　  EKh P
153　 2 9 10 L2 T E  EKh EP , ut-
1 1
　 yadi] K1 2 9 10 12 L2 T E  EKh EP , yabhi K
155　  L2 12 1 2 9 10 , gacchati E  EKh EP
　  L2 E  EP 2 Kh
157　  EKh EP 1 2 9 12, 
2 10
　  L2 T E  EKh EP 11 12
159　 1 9 10 12 L2 T E  EKh EP 11
　  EKh EP 12 2, sap-
1 10 2 9
　  L2 T E  EKh EP 2
　  EKh EP
　  EKh EP 1 12, vila K 2
　  E  EKh EP 1 2 12 L2 9
　  T E  EKh EP 9 12 L2
　 bhairavoditam] K  T E  EKh EP 2
　  L2  EKh EP
　  EKh EP 9
2
　  E  EKh EP  L2 T
170　  L2 E  EKh
171　  L2  EKh P
172　 1 2 11  10, 
2 9 P Kh












    sacchidro
190 191 192 193
//27// EP p.237
. K . K ,
173　 ravibimbe] EKh EP  L2 T ravivimbe E 10 9
　  E  EKh EP 1 2 10 11 12 , 
2
175　 1 10 11 L2 9 -
12 Kh EP
　 madhyacchidre] K9 11 T E  EKh EP madhyachidre K 10
K2 2
177　  E  EKh EP 2 10
　 taddine] K1 9 10 L2 tadine K2 12  EKh EP, om.K
179　  EKh EP 12  
2 . K  T
　  EKh EP 12 2
　  EKh EP  L2
　  EKh EP 2
　 2 E  EKh P , nisteyo K12
　 mriyate] E  EKh 2, miyate EP
　 sacchidro] K  E  EKh EP sachidro K12 2
　 candras] E  EKh EP 12 L2
　 12 E  EKh EP 2
　  EKh EP 2 12
　  L2 E  EKh EP . K1 2 9 10 T
190　 Kh EP 12  L2 T E , niprato K  
191　  L2 T E  EKh EP 9
192　  E  EKh EP 2
193　  EKh EP 1 10 9 2
12 2





















. K  T
　 Kh EP 2
195　 vahati] E 2 EKh EP 
　 Kh 2 EP  
197　 somo] E  EKh EP 2
　  EKh EP 2
199　  EKh EP 2
200　 1 9 10 11 T E  EKh EP 2 2 
12 11
201　 1 2 9 E  EKh EP 12 2 , 
10 T
202　 1 2 9 10 12 L2 T E  EKh EP
203　  T EKh EP 2
　 mastake] K  L2 11 12 Kh EP
205　 , yasya EKh EP 
　 12
1 9 , sap-
 EKh EP 2
207　  T E  EKh EP 2
　  E  EKh EP 1 2 9 10 11 12 2
209　 padam] K  L2 E  EKh EP , yadi T
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    kardame
210 211 212
//30// K1












* 31ab-32cd . K12
210　 kardame] E  EKh karddame K1 9 10 12 T EP 2, mardayet K2, marddayet K , marddayat K
211　 11 E  EKh EP 9 12 K1 10 -
2 2
212　 12 -
2 10 1 9 L2 , sap-
 EKh EP 2
213　 yo] K  L2 T E Kh EP
　 10 L2 T E  EKh EP 2
215　 1 9 10 L2 E Kh EP
　  L2 T E 11 , caiva EKh EP
217　 buddhir] K  L2 EKh EP , (chu)ddir K , cchuddhir K11
　 balam ahetukam] K  T EP bbalam ahetukam K Kh
2
219　 nivartante] nivarttante K  T E  EKh 2 L2 1 10, 
, nidharttante K9
220　 9 10 EKh EP 1 2 L2 10
221　 1 9 10 12 T E  EKh EP 2 2 11
222　 1 2 9 10 11 L2 E  EKh EP 2 , mat-
223　  EKh 1 2 9 11 L2 EP 12 -
10




















. K . K10 11 . T 
. K10 11 E  EKh EP . L2
　  T E  EKh EP 1 2 2 12
225　  L2 T E  EKh EP 12 10 9
　 ca] K  L2 T E  EKh EP 12
227　  T E  EKh P 2, ca K12 
　 1 2 10 12 T E  EKh EP kramelakai K 9 2
229　 2 9 10 E  EKh EP 12 1
K 2
230　 1 10 11 L2 12 -
Kh EP
231　 1 2 10 E  EKh EP 9 2 K11 12
232　 12 T E  EKh EP 1 2
K 9 2
233　 kruddho] K9 12 Ekh krudho L2 2, kraddho K1 E
　 Kh EP 2 2
235　 1 2 10 11 L2 T E  EKh EP 12  
　 1 9 10 12 L2 T E  EKh EP 2, dine K  dinai K11  
237　  L2 E  EKh EP 12
　 ameghe] K11 E  EKh EP , mameghe K10, mamedye K1 2
K , ayedhe L2 12
239　  T, 1 2 Kh
　 9 12 10 L2 E  EKh EP 1
　 mriyate] K1 9 T E  EKh 10 miyate K2 2












* 37ab-cd . L2 . K12
　 Kh  EP 9 10 L2 1
tte K 11
　 bhruvor] K  T E  EKh EP 2, bhravor K1 10, bhramor K9 2
　 1 10  EKh P 9 
2 9 , marmmad-
2
　 9  EKh EP, 
2
　 Kh  EP 2
　  E  EKh EP 2
　 sravate] K11 2, sravato K9 T E  EKh EP 1 10, stavato K2, stapate K   
　 10 11 L2 T E  EKh EP 2
K9 1
250　  T E  EKh EP 1 2 2
251　 9 10 11 12 L2 T E  EKh EP 1 10 
252　 Kh  T EP 9 12 L2
253　  E  EKh EP 2 1 2 9 10









    skandhau
* 39ab-cd . E  EKh EP . K . K  T
　 12 1 10 9 11, 
2 
255　 2 12 2 11 1 9 10, hra-
 (hu)ma T
　 1 2 9 10 11 12 L2 T
1 2 10 12
9 2
257　 yadi] K  L2
　 1 9 10 2 pasyaty asau K 11
K 12 2
259　  EKh EP 2 2 1 11 , (...)
9
　  L2  EKh EP 11 2
　 1 9 11 2  EKh EP 2
　 9 L2 T E  EKh EP 2 1 -
11
　 skandhau] K11 EKh EP 1 2 9 2, skandho E , skadho K
　  L2 2 11, ca bhagnam EKh EP, bhagnatvam 
E 9 1
　 9 2 11 L2 1  EKh EP, 
2
　  EKh EP 2 12 
　 12 E  EKh EP 2
　 2 12 Kh EP 
　 12  EKh EP 2







 evam  K .112v
/ E Kh p.131
. E  EKh EP, . K12 . K  T 
270　 kurvanti] K 2 kurvvanti K 2 12 1 T E  EKh, 
9 10 EP
271　 1 2 9 10 12 2, bandhanam E  EKh EP
272　  L2 10 12
273　  mantrena K 1 2 L2 12
　 1 10 11 12 L2 9 12, 
275　 2
　 9 2 1 2 10 T, brahma 
12
277　 10  L2 -
vam K1, 12, rudra L2 
　 1 9 10 11 2  L2 , 
12 2
279　  EKh EP 2 
　  EKh EP 2
　 2 E  EKh EP 12
　 2 EP 12 EKh
　 2 12
Kh EP
　 evam] L2 E  EKh EP 12 
　  EKh EP 12 L2
　 2 E  EKh EP 12
　  T E  EKh EP 2
　  L2 E  EKh EP 1 2 10 11 9
















12 . K  L2 T E  EKh EP
. EKh
　  EP 2 L2 1 9 10 -
12 Kh
290　  L2 E  EKh EP 1 2 10 12
291　  EKh EP -
12 11 2
292　  EKh EP 10 1 9
K 11 1 2 
293　  T E  EKh EP 2 2
　  L2 T E  EKh EP 1 2 
295　  L2 T E  EKh EP 12
　  EKh EP
297　 9 10 L2 11  EKh EP 1 
　 1 10 12 L2  EKh EP , . K
299　 1 2 9 10 11 12 L2 E Kh EP
300　 2 E  EKh EP 1 2 9 10
301　  L2  EKh EP, ko K . K1 10
302　  EKh EP  L2 12
303　 Kh 12 , 
1 2 9 10 11 2 , 
P
　 12, aya K 2, . E  EP
305　 9 10 12 1 2 11
K12, manta×× K 2 . E   EP
　 , hune hut L2, . K12 E  EP

















. E  EKh EP . K10
307　  L2 12
　 2 9 11 12, 
2 
309　 2 T E 12 1, 
2 11 -
sya K P 9 Kh
310　  EKh EP 2
311　  EKh EP 11
 L2 2
312　  EP 1 2 10 12 , bra(-
2 Kh
313　  EKh EP 1 9 10 12 2
11
　 1 9 10 12 L2 E  EKh EP
315　 9 E  EKh EP 1  L2, prollas-
anti K12 11
　  L2 E  EKh EP 11
317　 1 2 9 11 12  L2  EKh EP 
　  T E  EKh EP 12 2
319　 2 E  EKh EP 9  
320　 grasate] K  L2 E  EKh EP 1 9 10, grasapte K
321　 1 2 9 11 E  EKh EP 10 12, citta K 2
322　 12 E  EKh EP 1 2 9, 
10 2






  K .113r
323　 smaret] K  L2 T E  EKh 9, smare K
　 1 2 10 T E  EKh  EP -
2, . K9 T
325　  L2 E  EKh EP .T
　 11, 
12 L2 2 1 10, ka-
 EKh EP 2, . K9 T 
327　  E  EKh EP om. K9 10 L2 T
　 1 9 10 L2 , 
Kh, catucitsati K 12 P
329　  L2 E  EP Kh
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Then [the teacher] set forth the knowledge of reviving the dead  
 at the bottom of an 
1
-tree, he should worship it.
 and cause the tree, the  and 
the pot to be tied together by one thread.
3: Together with four s
2
, he should worship [it] with the 
3
-
[mantra] in a regular manner, every  of the day and night.
man should perform the 
5
the aforementioned pot with them.
5: The wise man should worship the pot with perfume
In the mouth [of seeds], he should smear the powder of borax bit by bit.








fered at respectful reception of a guest).
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upwards, he should dry the vessel and place it upside down in the middle of a 
seeds] and keep it. 
7
 of this oil and a half  of sesame oil should be properly given 
to the corpse by putting it in his nose. 




 on the day when the moon abides in 
10
, which coincides with the light half-month
11
, and drink one 
12
 of it with 
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hot water. It is excellent to undo the unexpected death.
-
ful than the dreadful
13
, those all who are manifestations of Rudra!
This mantra is applied to both the aforementioned procedures.




he should write sixteen petals, similar to that. Furthermore, outside of that, he 
should write the seed syllable on the petal.
 to it in rotation
17
. At the end of the , he should 
petals.
13　 The mantra is dedicated to three forms of Rudra, i.e. aghora (undreadful), ghora (dreadful) 
and ghoraghoratara (more dreadful than the dreadful).
　 First one is the procedure of the  treatment (2-10), and second one is the procedure 
of the treatment (11).
15　
　
17　 K , L2  and two printed editions 
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name are not deleted, then he will not die.
the body of the wheel of time
19




 up to the seventh day. It becomes true.
21
 month, having brought a 
dustless, beautiful birch bark leaf, he should write a 
22
 




and covered it with 
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20: In the early morning, having performed an 
25
 in a regular manner 
repeatedly, a girl is to be worshipped. After that, the  should look at the 
 with concentration.




 decreases, he 
disappears, he will suffer death.
30
, [homage] to the great lord, protect, protect, 
31
 
([Then, the teacher set forth] the knowledge of the signs of death.)
32













32　 Only two printed editions (E  EKh) have divided the following section from the former part 
by the subtitle.
33　
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person will not certainly live more than one year.
25: When someone sees the disk of the sun in water, if it is complete, the person 
, he will die after one, six, 
Way, the person is destitute of energy, and will surely die at the end of the year.
27: If the moon or the sun with a hole, or without light, is seen in a mirror, he 
will die after one year.
35
 abundantly, but [the in] the moon 
the knowledge of the time of death.
29: If his chest dries immediately after taking a bath, or if there is no steam 
around his head, the person will not live seven months.
30: If his footstep on the mud or sand is broken from the toe or from the heel, the 
person will not live beyond seven months.
　
35　
　 which lies to the left of the spine.
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31: If someone obtains the dark or red cloth, red garland or red unguent without 
reason in a dream, the person will not live by the end of the sixth month.
32: If devotion, discipline, mindfulness, renunciation, wisdom or strength is 
abandoned without reason by him, the person will not live by the end of the sixth 
month.
33: If someone sees oneself surrounded by s, s, s, dogs, boars, 
asses, vultures, crows, owls, buffaloes or camels in a dream, the person will not 
live beyond one year.
he will not live by the end of the sixth month.
35: If someone sees his own body becoming gross or being smeared by oil in a 
more than one month.
37: If the pulsation is not observed at two depressions of the forehead, between 
the eyebrows or at the articulations of the ankles, the person will not live more 
than one month.
the smell of a lantern, the person will not live more than half of a lunar month.
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39: If someone sees a tree without branches, a town of s, s or non-
divine beings in a dream, the person will not live more than ten months.
will not live by the end of the sixth month.
live by the end of the sixth month.
[Then the teacher set forth the method of cheating death.]
37
-
ed practise of , meditations and . 
Rudra are rotated by turns.)
39
37　 The sentence is added by the translator.
　 Most MSS lack this sentence.
39　 Most MSS lack this verse.
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hundred thousand times, death will turn away.
to the goddess who draws death!
cheating of death is told for a person who adheres to the western sacred tradition.
.
 
 does not think 
　 There are various readings in MSS and printed editions.
　 brahmarandhra: a suture or aperture in the crown of the head through which the soul is said 
to escape upon death.
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